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Modeling of Advanced Melting
Zone for Manufacturing of Optical
Fibers*
Optical fibers are drawn from preforms (fused silica glass rods) typically made up of
concentric cylinders (the core rod and the clad tube), which are usually joined
separate fusion process. The setup time and hence manufacturing cost can be signifi
reduced if the two cylinders can be joined in the same furnace in which the fiber is dr
A good understanding of the transient temperature distribution is needed for contro
the feed rate to avoid thermally induced cracks. Since direct measurement of the tem
ture fields is often impossible, the geometrical design of the preform and the control
feed rate have largely been accomplished by trials-and-errors. The ability to predic
transient temperature distribution and the thermally induced stresses will provide a
tional basis to design optimization and feed rate control of the process. In this pape
present an analytical model to predict the transient conductive-radiative transfer as
partially joined, concentric glass cylinders with specular surfaces are fed into the furn
Finite volume method (FVM) is used to solve the radiative transfer equation (RTE).
specular surface reflectivity is obtained by the Fresnel’s law and the Snell’s law.
boundary intensities are obtained through the coupling of the interior glass radia
transfer and the exterior furnace enclosure analysis. The model has been used to n
cally study the transient conductive-radiative transfer in the advanced melting
(AMZ) of an optic fiber drawing process. This problem is of both theoretical and prac
interest in the manufacture of optical fibers. The computational method for the radia
transfer developed in this paper can also be applied to the simulation of the fiber dra
process and other glass-related manufacturing processes.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1751426#
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1 Introduction
Optical fibers are drawn from preforms~melting fused silica

glass rods! typically made up of two concentric cylinders~the core
and the cladding! in a furnace operating at a temperature near
glass melting point~between 1500 K to 2500 K!. The core and the
cladding are usually joined in a separate~preheating! fusion pro-
cess that is typically carried out manually. To minimize the se
time and thus lower the manufacturing cost, it is desired to eli
nate this time-consuming fusion process by advancing the
cylinders~initially at room temperature! at a predetermined fee
rate into the same furnace that the fiber is drawn. The tradeo
that sophisticated feed rate control is needed to avoid large
perature gradient in the advanced melting zone~AMZ !, which
could result in cracking at the interface before the glass cylinde
softened. As direct measurement of the temperature fields
thermal stresses is often impossible, the geometrical design o
preform and the control of the feed rate have largely been acc
plished by trials-and-errors. The ability to predict the transi
temperature distribution and the thermally induced stresses
provide a rational basis to design optimization and feed rate c
trol of the process.

Radiation is the dominant heat transfer mode in this process
to the high temperature of the furnace. Because glass is semit
parent to radiation, emission and absorption exist throughout
medium. A number of researchers~Paek and Runk@1#, Myers@2#,
Xiao and Kaminski@3#, Choudhury et al.@4#! have used Rosse
land’s approximation, which assumes the participating medium
optically thick, to model the radiative transport in the steady st
fiber drawing process that follows the AMZ process. Lee a

Contributed by the Manufacturing Engineering Division for publication in t
JOURNAL OF MANUFACTURING SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING. Manuscript received
Nov. 2002; Revised Nov. 2003. Associate Editor: R. E. Smelser.

*This paper was previously published in126~2! May 2004 with incorrect figures.
We are republishing it with the correct figures.
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Viskanta@5# investigated combined conduction and radiation in
one-dimensional glass layer. By comparing the results from
exact integral solution and the Rosseland approximation meth
they concluded that the diffusion approximation greatly under
timates the temperature and heat flux when the thickness or
opacity of the layer is small.

Recently, the finite volume method~FVM! has been investi-
gated for modeling semitransparent, emitting and absorbing
dium. The method has a flexibility to lay out the spatial and a
gular grids and can solve the radiative transfer equation~RTE!
numerically without any assumption. Chai et al.@6# presented the
procedure of the FVM and tested the method with benchm
problems of two- and three-dimensional enclosures with part
pating media. The results demonstrated that the method is a
rate and efficient when compared with the exact solution or d
crete ordinates method~DOM!. Liu et al. @7# compared the FVM
and the DOM on benchmark problems in body-fitted coordina
of Cartesian geometry. Their results from both methods show
sonably good agreements and in some cases, the FVM ou
forms the DOM. Baek and Kim@8# presented the FVM in an
axisymmetric cylindrical geometry and obtained accurate solu
for benchmark problems. Most of the studies in these proble
have relatively simple boundary conditions, either a bound
opaque wall or an environment with a uniform temperature.

The solution of the RTE requires well defined boundary inte
sities at all the interfaces. The optical condition of the interfac
has significant effects on the radiative transfer through the
faces. In the prior works on the fiber drawing simulation, Yin a
Jaluria@9#, Siegel and Spuckler@10# assumed the interfaces of th
preform are diffuse to irradiations when the preform has not b
polished. It is of interest to investigate the effect of surface c
ditions on the solution of the RTE since most preforms ma
through the modified chemical vapor deposition~MCVD! process
are optically smooth. For an ideally smooth surface, Snell’s l
and Fresnel’s law can be used to calculate the reflectivities of

e
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surface~Lee and Viskanta@5#!. Since the boundary intensities an
the reflectivities depend on directions at specular surfaces, de
angular grids are required at the surfaces in order to addres
direction tracing of each reflection and refraction.

In this paper, we use the FVM to predict the transie
conductive-radiative transfer as two partially joined, concen
glass cylinders with specular surfaces are moved into the furn
The numerical model provides an effective means to predict
visualize the temperature field, upon which practical methods
reducing the transient temperature gradient~and thus the therma
crack! can be developed. The computational method for radia
transfer developed here can also be applied to the simulatio
the fiber drawing process and other glass-related manufactu
processes.

2 Heat Transfer Model of the Advanced Melting Zone
„AMZ …

The geometry of the thermal system characterizing the AMZ
shown in Fig. 1. The thermal system is axisymmetric and tw
dimensional~2D!. As shown in Fig. 1, the system consists of
cylindrical furnace that has a parabolic temperature distribu
with a maximum at the middle, and a fused silica glass assem
The glass assembly~called preform in industry! is made up of a
core rod and a clad tube of radiia andR respectively, where the
gapd between the two concentric cylinders is very small as co
pared to the radii. The cylinders are initially joined for a sho
lengthb at the bottom. The cladding tube has a taper~anglex! at
the bottom. The preform~initially at room temperature! is trans-
lated axially into the furnace till the lower end of the rod reach
the middle of the furnace, where the gap is sealed under hea
the following analysis, the symbols for the parameters and v
ables are defined in the nomenclature.

The rate of change of energy stored in a glass element is
tributed by both conductive and radiative transfer as character
by the heat equation:

rC
]T

]t
52¹•~2k¹T!2¹•q (1)

In Eq. ~1!, the divergence of the total radiation heat flux is giv
by ~Modest,@11#!:

¹•q5E
0

`F4pklnl
2I bl~T!2klE

V54p
I l~r ,s!dVGdl (2)

Fig. 1 Schematic illustrating the transient process
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering
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When scattering of radiation is negligible as compared to the
sorption and the emission~Viskanta@12#!, the radiation intensity
I l(r ,s) in Eq. ~2! can be solved from the radiative transfer equ
tion ~RTE!:

s•¹I l~r ,s!5kl@nl
2I bl~T!2I l~r ,s!# (3)

As the natural convection of the air is negligible in comparis
to the radiative exchange, the boundary condition for the h
equation is essentially the continuity of the conductive heat fl
and the net radiative flux at the opaque band given as follows

2kn•¹T5qrad,opa (4)

Equations~1! to ~4! are solved numerically for the transient tem
perature distribution in the AMZ. Specifically, the heat equation
Eq. ~1! can be solved by using the standard spatial FVM with
semi-implicit time-marching scheme. However, the solution
Eq. ~1! requires solving the RTE, the closed form solution f
which is not available. Thus, the RTE is solved numerically in t
following subsections.

2.1 Radiative Transfer Computation. The following as-
sumptions are made in solving the RTE:~a! Glass is semitrans-
parent in the spectral range 0,l,5 mm and is almost opaque
beyond 5mm. ~b! The refractive index of the medium is uniform
and does not depend on temperature in the range considere~c!
The furnace walls are gray and diffuse.~d! The inner and outer
surfaces at the glass interface and in the gap are optically sm
for radiation reflection and transmission.~e! The glass has no
melted during transient, and the effects of the small deforma
of the glass rod on the surface reflection and transmission
negligible.

To allow for axi-symmetric but arbitrary non-uniform cros
section, the RTE or Eq.~3! is transformed in a cylindrical curvi-
linear coordinate system~h,j! in the strong conservative form:

]

]h F rI lS ah r1bhz

J D G1
]

]j F rI lS aj r1bjz

J D G2
1

J

]

]c
~gI l!

5
rkl

J
~ I bl2I l! (5)

where ~a5sinu cosc, g5sinu sinc, b5cosu! are the direction
cosines of the intensity orientation vectors ~see Fig. 2!; (h r ,hz)
and (j r ,jz) are the grid metrics; andJ is the Jacobian of the
transform. The derivation of Eq.~5! is attached in the appendix
From now on we drop the subscriptl for convenience, but it
should be kept in mind that the intensities and the median ra
tion properties are all spectral values and are evaluated in diffe
bands of the spectrum.

The RTE is solved using the FVM. The method involves divi
ing the 2D spatial domain into finite control volumes, each
which has a local orientation coordinate system as shown in

Fig. 2 Local orientation coordinate system in the 2D axi-
symmetric cylindrical system
NOVEMBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 751
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2. The whole solid angle space in each local coordinate syste
further divided into finite control angles as shown in Fig. 3. T

control angle is defined byDVmn5*cn2
cn1

*um2
um1

sinududc. The RTE
is then solved along each direction of the control angle in e
control volume. The advantage of the FVM is that the cont
angles can be arbitrarily specified pertaining to each problem d
with. Equation~5! is spatially discretized by central difference an
then integrated over each of the control angles, which leads t

(
i 5e,n

I i
mnDi

mn2 (
i 5w,s

I i
mnDi

mn2
1

J
~am,n11/2I P

m,n11/2

2am,n21/2I P
m,n21/2!5

rk

J
~ I b2I P

mn!DVmn (6)

where the superscriptsm andn denote the discrete polar and az
muthal angles ofs; m51,2, . . .M ; n51,2, . . . ,N; e, n, w ands
denote the east, north, west and south faces of the control volu
and the subscript ‘‘p’’ denotes the center node of the control vo
ume. In Eq.~6!, Di

mn5r i*DVmnA i "sdV is the face intensity weight
given by

Di
mn5H r i

Ji
~h ri Dcr

mn1hziDcz
mn! for i 5e,w

r i

Ji
~j ri Dcr

mn1jziDcz
mn! for i 5s,n

(7)

where

Dcr
mn5E

cn2

cn1E
um2

um1

~sinu cosc!sinududc (8)

Dcz
mn5E

cn2

cn1E
um2

um1

cosu sinududc (9)

Sinceamn61/2 are the geometric coefficients for the intensities
the faces of the control angle, they do not depend on the inte
ties. The following recursive relation can be obtained by assum
all the facial and nodal intensities in Eq.~6! are equal to the
blackbody emission intensity:

am,n11/22am,n21/25JS (
i 5e,n

Di
mn2 (

i 5w,s
Di

mnD 5Dcr
mn (10)

subject to the boundary conditionam,N11/250.

Fig. 3 Representative control solid angle in the local coordi-
nate system
752 Õ Vol. 126, NOVEMBER 2004
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SinceI e,w,s,n
mn and I P

m,n61/2 appear in Eq.~6!, supplementary re-
lationships between these intensities and the nodal intensityI P

mn

are required to solve the discretized equation. In order to en
positive intensity solution, the step scheme~Baek and Kim@8#! is
used to relate the facial and edge intensities to the nodal inten

2.2 Boundary Conditions for the RTE and the Enclosure
Analysis. The solution of the RTE requires an appropriate set
boundary intensities that start from all the inner surfaces of
glass media and at the symmetry axis. Along the axis of the s
metry, or at

r 50 I l85I l for b85b and a852a (11)

whereI l8 is along the reflection direction of an incident intensi
I l .

For optically smooth glass, the direction of the refracted inte
sity at a surface follows the Snell’s law:

n1 sinu15n2 sinu2 (12)

where n is the index of refraction;u is the angle between the
intensity and the normal vector of the surface; and the subscrip
and 2 represent either the glass or the air media. The reflect
from media 1 to media 2 at the interface can be obtained by
Fresnel’s law:

r1-25
1

2 F S n1 cosu22n2 cosu1

n1 cosu21n2 cosu1
D 2

1S n1 cosu12n2 cosu2

n1 cosu11n2 cosu2
D 2G

(13)

wherer1-2(u1)5r2-1(u2) and thus we users(u) to represent the
specular reflectivity.

Figures 4~a! and 4~b! illustrate the transmission and reflectio
at the gap between the cylinders and at the surface respective
Fig. 4~a!, I l,1(s1) andI l,2(s2) are the incident radiation intensitie
onto the gap from within the glass media. Consider the multi
reflections between the two outer surfaces at the gap. The bo
ary intensities leaving the inner surfaces 1 and 2 at the gap
pointing toward the interior of the glass media can be obtained

I l,i
B ~r ,si8!5F11

~12rs~u!!2

12rs
2~u!

Grs~u!I l,i~r ,si !

1
~12rs~u!!2

12rs
2~u!

I l, j~r ,sj ! i , j 51,2 (14)

wheresi8 is along the reflection direction of the incident intensi
I l,i(r ,si).

Figure 4~b! illustrates the boundary conditions for two separa
bands. In the semitransparent band~0,l,5 mm!, I l, f(sf) and

Fig. 4 Schematics illustrating the boundary conditions: „a…
Gap between the two cylinders; „b… Interface of the glass rod
Transactions of the ASME
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I l,g(sg) are the incident radiation intensity from the furnace w
and from within the glass media. The boundary intensity leav
the inner surface and pointing to the glass interior is made u
the transmission ofI l, f(sf) and the reflection ofI l,g(sg).

I l
B~r ,sg8!5@12rs~u!#~ng /na!2I l, f~r f ,sf !

1rs~u!I l,g~r ,sg! for n"sg8,0 (15)

wheresg8 is along the reflection direction of the incident intens
I l,g(sg), and n is the outward unit normal vector at the gla
surface. Note that the transmitted intensity is multiplied by a f
tor of (n2 /n1)2 for a transmission from media 1 to media 2 due
the change of the solid angle caused by the refraction.

Based on the geometric relationships among the direction
tors at the glass surface as shown in Fig. 5, the angles betwee
intensities and the unit normal vector and the incident inten
orientation unit vectors are determined by

u15cos21~2n"sg8!, u25sin21@~ng /na!sin~u1!#

sg5sg822~n"sg8!n (16)

sf5Fcos~u22u1!1
sin~u22u1!

tan~u1! Gsg81
sin~u22u1!

sin~u1!
n

The location r f on the furnace where the intensityI l, f(r f ,sf)
starts off can be determined by tracing in the-sf direction fromr
oncesf is determined. In order to obtain the value ofI l, f(r f ,sf),
we solve for the furnace radiocities in the following enclosu
analysis. The furnace wall, the glass interface, and the top
bottom opening disks form an enclosure. In order to make
analysis tractable, the glass outer surface is assumed to be d
for radiation exchanges. This assumption does not introduce
siderable error since the furnace has a small reflectivity and s
view-factors to the glass surface such that the intensities from
glass only contribute a small part of the furnace radiosity. T
enclosure is divided intoK small elements. The furnace radiosi
is given by

Jl,i5« fEbl~Tf !1~12« f !(
j 51

K

Jl, jFi 2 j (17)

The radiosity at the glass outer surface is given by~see Fig. 4~b!!

0,l,5 mm Jl,i5E
V52p,n"sg.0

@12rs~u!#

3~na /ng!2I l,g~r ,sg!n"sgdV

1rd(
j 51

K

Jl, jFi 2 j (18)

Fig. 5 Determination of the incident intensity unit vectors s f
and s g
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering
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j 51

K

Jl, jFi 2 j (19)

where «g is the emissivity of the glass surface; andrd is the
diffuse reflectivity at the glass outer surface. Equations~17! to
~19! are solved simultaneously, then the incident intensity fro
the furnace is obtained by

I l, f~r f ,sf !5Jl~r f ,sf !/p (20)

3 Results and Discussions
A MATLAB program with C11 subroutines was written to

simulate the AMZ~Fig. 1!. The same spatial grids are used f
solving both the heat equation and the RTE. In order to acco
for the steep spatial change in the physical variables near
joining interfaces, a grid-refinement study has led to the follow
scheme: It was found that 155337 spatial grids~in r andz direc-
tions respectively! is sufficient for the simulation, each of whic
consists of 636 control angles for the polar and azimuthal ang
respectively. The control angle at the boundary is further divid
into 333 pixel solid angles to allow for the arbitrary intensit
directions after the reflections and refractions at the interface

The iterative computation of the intensity begins at the gr
adjacent to the boundary surfaces along each specified dire
with the guessed boundary intensities and proceeds into the
dium. Once the intensities in all the directions are obtained,
linear equations for the radiocities on theK surface elements o
the furnace are solved. The boundary intensities at the glass i
surface can now be updated from Eq.~15!. The intensities at the
gap are also updated from Eq.~14!.

The values of~fused silica! glass properties are available i
published literature. Specifically, the band model for the spec
absorption coefficientkl of the glass is given in Wei et al.@13#.
The average refractive indexn of glass over the entire spectrum
1.42. The average glass emissivity at the opaque band is 0.8~Tou-
loukian et al.@14#!. The furnace gray emissivity is 0.75~Myers
@2#!.

The objectives of the simulations are~1! to validate the numeri-
cal model, and~2! to study the effects of the key paramet
changes on the temperature distribution during transient. S
direct measurement~temperature or thermal stress! in the preform
is extremely difficult, the validation of the model has thus focus
on two parts; verification of numerical computation, and quali
tive examination of the specular surface assumption agains
experimental observation.

3.1 Numerical Validation. Exact integral solution of the
RTE is only available for the one-dimensional semitranspar
cylinder where the temperature and heat flux only varies in
radial direction~Kesten@15#!. In order to validate our 2D solution
with this published integral solution, we adapted the bound
conditions to simulate the 1D solution as follows: Both the t
and the bottom interfaces of the~constant diameter! cylinder are
assumed to be optically smooth with unit reflectivity. In additio
the glass and the furnace wall have uniform temperature such
the radiation intensity does not vary axially. Figure 6 compa
the FVM solution and the integral solutions under different gla
temperatures and cylinder diameters. The radial flux is normali
to the furnace blackbody emissive power. As shown in Figs. 6~a!
and 6~b!, the computed results agree well with the exact solutio

3.2 Qualitative Experimental Verification. In order to ex-
amine the specular surface assumption, the temperature dist
tion during transient was numerically simulated and compa
against that with diffuse surfaces. The formulation of the bou
ary conditions for diffuse surfaces can be found in Jamaluddin
Smith @16# and Yin and Jaluria@9#. The effects of the temperatur
gradient can then be analyzed qualitatively, and compared ag
experimental observations. For this study, the glass rodL
50.55 m) was fed at a constant speed~at 7.5 mm/min! into the
NOVEMBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 753
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furnace fromZ520.16L f to Z50.5L f . The rod had an initial
temperature of 300K. Other values of the parameters are give
Table 1.

The radial temperature gradients at the tip moved along
axial direction were computed for two different surface assum
tions. The results are compared in Fig. 7~a!. The diffuse surface
preform displays anegativemaximum-temperature-gradient whe
most of the preform is still outside the furnace, while the specu
surface preform exhibits apositive maximum-temperature
gradient in the middle of the feeding process. Since the cr
occurs due to the tensile stress developed at the joint tip, a p
tive radial temperature gradient would make the crack grow o
ward in the clad tube, while a negative radial temperature grad

Fig. 6 Comparison of the FVM and the integral solutions: „a…
TgÄ500 K; „b… TgÄ1500 K

Table 1 Parameters used in the baseline simulation

R/L 0.09 a/R 0.22 b/L 0.14 c/L 0.09
x 63° R/Rf 0.75 L f /L 0.83 Tf ,max 2400 K
754 Õ Vol. 126, NOVEMBER 2004
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would make the crack grow inward in the core rod. Experime
showed that when the preform cracks during the AMZ, the cra
starts at the joint tip between the core rod and the clad tube
propagates towards the preform surface as illustrated in Fig. 7~b!.
The fact that the crack grew outward suggests that the spec
surface assumption is reasonable in the prediction of the temp
ture gradient.

To provide a better understanding, the radial temperature di
butions around the tip for the two different surface conditions
compared in Fig. 8. The preform temperature with diffuse surfa
increases much faster than that with specular surfaces. For a
fuse interface, the transmitted intensity is uniformly distributed
all the directions regardless of the incident directions and thu
significant part of the incident radiative flux at the surface a
outside the furnace is redirected backward to the lower portion
the preform. The relatively high temperature difference betwe
the glass and the environment results in a large heat flux diss
ing to the environment through the side surface, which expla
the large negative radial temperature gradient when most of
preform is still outside the furnace as shown in Fig. 7~a!. As the
preform moves further into the furnace, the heat flux from the s
surface is balanced somewhat by the conductive flux due to
negative temperature gradient and as a result, the positive gra
is not as high as that in the preform with a specular surface.
abrupt drop of positive temperature gradient in the diffuse surf

Fig. 7 Effect of temperature gradient on thermal crack: „a… Ra-
dial temperature gradient at the tip of the gap; „b… Experimen-
tally observed crack
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 8 Comparison of radial temperature distributions: „a…
Specular interface; „b… Diffuse interface
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering
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preform as shown in Fig. 7~a! is due to the sealing of the gap afte
the temperature exceeds the softening point of the glass. F
specular surface, the incident ray is refracted in a single direct
and part of the intensity originally from the furnace is reflect
from the glass surface into the environment. The preform t
develops a much lower temperature and heat flux. As the spec
surface preform has a much lower negative temperature grad
at the beginning of the AMZ, a huge positive temperature grad
is developed as the preform goes further into the furnace.

3.3 Parametric Studies on Temperature Gradient. To re-
duce the temperature gradient near the tip of the gap with
sacrificing the total feeding time, the effects of the following p
rameter changes on the temperature gradient have been st
numerically:

~1! Baseline simulation: Table 1
~2! Normalized initial joint lengthb/L: 0.08, 0.14 and 0.2
~3! The taper tilt anglex: 45°, 63° and 75°;
~4! The feed profile: ~a! constant feed rates o

5, 7.5 and 15 mm/min
~b! two-stage feed rate

To aid visualizing how the temperature gradient is develop
the temperature distributions and the divergence of the radia
flux at three instants of time are graphed in Figs. 9 and 10 res
tively. In these figures, the axial coordinate begins at the furn
entrance and the negative divergence corresponds to a net in
of radiative energy into the control volume.

Figure 9 shows a temperature discontinuity at the gap, wh
has an isolating effect on the heat flux propagation between
two cylinders. The computation of reflectivity in Eq.~13! shows
that about only one half of the incident radiative flux is transm
ted through the gap from both sides, and the remainder is refle
back. The conductive heat flux is also blocked by the gap
indirectly transferred by the radiative exchange in the opa
band between the two surfaces of the gap. A local peak of ra
temperature gradient is developed near the tip due to the temp
ture discontinuity. When the temperature gradient is greater t
some critical value, a crack could develop due to the therm
stress concentration at the tip.
Fig. 9 Temperature contours in the baseline simulation „unit: K …: „a… tÄ500 sec, Z ÕLf
ÄÀ0.03; „b… tÄ1170 sec, Z ÕLfÄ0.16; „c… tÄ1700 sec, Z ÕLfÄ0.3
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Fig. 10 Contours of the divergence of the radiative flux ¹"q in the baseline simulation
„unit: kw Õm3

…: „a… tÄ500 sec, Z ÕLfÄÀ0.03; „b… tÄ1170 sec, Z ÕLfÄ0.16; „c… tÄ1700 sec,
ZÕLfÄ0.3
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Figure 10 illustrates the divergence of the radiative flux at th
different time instants. When the rod is outside the furnace, m
of the heat is transferred from the bottom. As shown in Fig. 10~a!,
the core rod has a higher¹•q since most of the radiative intens
ties from the bottom are trapped inside the core. On the o
hand, the clad tube has a large view-factor to the environment
dissipates heat. Thus, the temperature of the core rod increas
a faster rate and subsequently it is higher than that of the clad
as shown in Fig. 9~a!. Consequently, the radial temperature g
dient at the tip is negative. As the rod moves further into
furnace, the heat flux from the furnace through the clad tube
comes larger. This leads to a large positive temperature gradie
the clad tube except the upper region which is still far outside
furnace. Since only a part of the radial heat flux is transfer
through the gap, the temperature of the core rod increases
relatively slow rate, resulting in a positive radial temperature g
dient at the tip. Since the glass self emission decreases a
temperature is lower,¹•q in the core rod is larger~in absolute
value! than that in the clad tube as shown in Figs. 10~b! and 10~c!
as suggested in Eq.~2!.

The baseline simulation demonstrated the effectiveness of
numerical model for the prediction and visualization of the te
perature field, upon which several methods for reducing the t
sient temperature gradient were developed. Among these ar~1!
optimizing the perform design by changing the taper anglex; ~2!
monitoring the length of initial joint,b, during the initial manual
fusion process; and~3! mechanically controlling the feed proces
The relative effects of these methods are analyzed as follows

Effects of Geometry.Two geometrical parameters were co
sidered; namely, the initial joint lengthb and the taper anglex.
The change inb requires additional manual preheating of the p
form. Figure 11 shows that an increase or decrease ofb has a
tendency to increase the magnitude of the maximum tempera
gradient. Whenb is large, the region around the tip is heat
mainly by the radial heat flux since the axial heat flux from t
bottom is greatly attenuated along the path before reaching the
As a result, the temperature of the clad tube is higher than tha
the core rod and hence a significantly high radial tempera
gradient is developed. Whenb is small~or that the tip is closer to
OVEMBER 2004
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the bottom!, the clad tube has a larger view factor to the furna
wall than the core rod due to the taper geometry, which result
a higher radial temperature gradient at the tip than that in
baseline case.

Figure 12 shows the temperature gradient decreases witx.
When x is small, the furnace radiation intensities reaching t
taper surface have a smaller incident angle that corresponds
larger transmitivity. Furthermore, the intensity have a shorter d
tance to pass through before reaching the tip and thus, it is
attenuated. Consequently, the radial temperature gradien
smaller at the tip.

As shown in Figs. 11 and 12, both of these geometrical par
eters have a relatively small effect on the magnitude of the m
mum temperature gradient.

Effects of Feed Rate.Two different feed rate control method
for reducing the temperature gradient are discussed here as
trated in Fig. 13; namely, a constant feed rate and a two-stage

Fig. 11 Effect of initial joint length
Transactions of the ASME
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rate. Figure 14 shows the temperature gradient at the tip, wh
three different constant feed rates are compared. The maxim
temperature gradient decreases as the feed rate decreases sin
glass has more time to reduce the gradient through heat tran
To avoid any crack at the tip, the initial feed rate during t
transient must be limited. The tradeoff is that a longer feed
time is needed.

An alternative approach is to use multi-rate feeding control
can be seen from Fig. 14 that the temperature gradient reache
maximum and starts to decrease after the glass rod has m
some distance into the furnace. A slower feed rate can be u
initially to reduce the maximum temperature gradient followed
faster feed rate to reduce the overall feeding time once the t
perature gradient is within an acceptable range. As shown in
13, the two-stage feed profile takes 32 minutes to feed the g
for the first 40% of the distance while takes only 8 minutes for t
rest 60% of the distance. Figure 15 compares the tempera
gradients for the two feed profiles in Fig. 13. The result shows t
with the two-stage feed profile, the maximum temperature gra
ent is reduced by about 35% without sacrificing the overall fe
ing time.

The above studies have suggested that the multi-stage feed
control is superior in reducing the temperature gradient as c

Fig. 12 Effect of taper angle

Fig. 13 Different feeding profiles
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering
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pared to those focused on geometrical changes. Experiments
been done for the baseline case and the case using the two-
feed profile~Fig. 13!. It was found experimentally that the pre
form fed at a constant rate cracked in the middle of the proce
while the perform fed with multi-rate control did not crac
throughout the process.

4 Conclusions
An analytical model has been developed to predict the trans

conductive-radiative transfer as two partially joined, concent
glass cylinders are fed into the furnace. The FVM was used
solve the RTE for arbitrary axisymmetric cylindrical geometri
with specular interfaces. Transient temperature distribution and
gradient at the tip of the gap are predicted and analyzed un
different process parameters.

Our results show that optical conditions at the surface of
preform have a significant effect on the temperature and its g
dient during the transient. Preforms with specular surface resu
a positive radial temperature gradient near the tip of the g
Excessive positive radial temperature gradient would lead to th
mal crack radially outward. This numerical prediction was fou
consistent with experimental tests on sample preforms with spe

Fig. 14 Effect of feed rate

Fig. 15 Comparison of radial temperature gradient at the tip of
the gap
NOVEMBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 757
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lar surfaces. On the other hand, simulation results suggest
negative radial temperature gradient would develop in prefo
with diffuse surface at the early stage of the transient.

Parametric studies show that multi-rate preform feeding con
can be effectively used to avoid cracks. Specifically, a two-st
control scheme has been tested numerically and experimen
which shows that an initially slow rate followed by a fast rate c
be used to avoid large temperature gradients without significa
sacrifice the overall feeding time. An optimization algorithm c
be developed to further reduce the temperature gradient and
feeding time. For a given furnace design and the core/clad di
eters, preform geometrical parameters have relatively small
fects on the temperature gradient at the tip of the gap.

It is expected that the model and the analysis presented
will serve as a rational basis for design optimization and feed
control of the process. The computational method of the radia
heat transfer model developed in this paper can also be applie
the simulation of the fiber drawing process and other glass-rel
manufacturing processes.
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Appendix
The RTE for the 2D axisymmetric cylindrical coordinate sy

tem is given by Modest@11#:

a

r

]~rI l!

]r
2

1

r

]~gI l!

]c
1b

]I l

]z
5kl@ I bl~T!2I l# (A1)

We introduce the relationships among the grid metrics for
general curvilinear transformation@17#: zj5h r /J, 2r j5hz /J,
2zh5j r /J and r h5jz /J. Noting that (azjh2br jh2azjh
1br jh)50, the 1st and 3rd terms on the left-hand-side of E
~A1! can be rewritten as

a

r

]

]r
~rI l!1b

]I l

]z
1JIl~azjh2br jh2azjh1br jh!

5
a

r

]~rI l!

]r
1

b

r

]~rI l!

]z
1JIl

]

]h
~azj2br j!

1JIl

]

]j
~2azh1br h!

Upon substituting

]~rI l!

]r
5

]~rI l!

]h
h r1

]~rI l!

]j
j r ,

]~rI l!

]z
5

]~rI l!

]h
hz1

]~rI l!

]j
jz

and the grid metrics into the above expression, we have

a

r

]

]r
~rI l!1b

]I l

]z
5

J

r

]

]h F rI lS ah r1bhz

J D G
1

J

r

]

]j F rI lS aj r1bjz

J D G (A2)

By substituting the above result into Eq.~A1! and then multiply-
ing r /J on both sides of the resulting equation, we obtain Eq.~5!.
Note that Eq.~5! is in strict conservation form since the gri
metrics are inside the differentiations. The advantage of this f
is that it satisfies strict energy conservation in the finite volu
discretization.
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Nomenclature
Capitalized Symbols

A 5 grid face area vector
C 5 glass thermal capacity in J/~kg K!
D 5 control volume face intensity weight
E 5 emissive power in W/~m2!
F 5 diffuse view factor
H 5 irradiation in W/~m2!
I 5 radiative intensity in W/~m2 mm sr!
J 5 Jacobian of the curvilinear transformation

5 radiosity in W/~m2 mm! in Section 2.2
L 5 preform length in m

L f 5 furnace length in m
R 5 preform radius in m

Rf 5 furnace radius in m
T 5 temperature in K
Z 5 distance from the entrance of the furnace to the bo

tom of the preform

Lower-case Symbols

a 5 radius of the core
amn61/25 geometric coefficients for face intensities

b 5 initial joint length
c 5 glass taper length
d 5 gap thickness
k 5 molecular thermal conductivity in W/~m K!
n 5 index of refraction
n 5 normal unit vector of the surface
q 5 total radiative heat flux in W/~m2!

qrad,opa5 radiative flux at the opaque band in W/m2

r 5 position vector
s 5 unit orientation vector of the intensity

(r ,z) 5 axisymmetric cylindrical coordinates

Greek Symbols

u 5 polar angle ofs
c 5 azimuthal angle ofs
V 5 solid angle in sr
« 5 emissivity
l 5 wavelength inmm

h r , hz , j r , jz 5 grid metrics
~h,j! 5 curvilinear coordinates

r 5 glass density in kg/m3 in Eq. ~1!
5 reflectivity in Section 2.2

k 5 absorption coefficient in m21

a, b, g 5 direction cosines ofs

Superscripts and Subscripts

a 5 air in free space
B 5 boundary

e, w, s, n 5 east, west, south and north side of the con
trol volume

f 5 furnace
g 5 glass
m 5 index of the discrete polar angle
s 5 specular
d 5 diffuse
n 5 index of the discrete azimuthal angle

M 5 total number of the polar angles
N 5 total number of the azimuthal angles
l 5 wavelength inmm
b 5 blackbody
p 5 center node of the control volume
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